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"Van"-1 ty FaIr
The Turkish Van will capture your heart.
By Elisa Jordan

A

re your cupboards open? Have closed doors
mysteriously unlatched? Did some food
disappear off your plate while your head
was turned? No, your house isn't haunted.
You live with a Turkish Van.

interaction, but most do not feel comfortable with four
feet off of the ground. Because they feel insecure when
held, they will often start to wiggle until you let them
down. At this point, they don't run off - no hard feelings!
- but will often rub against your leg as if to remind you
how they like their affection."

LIFE IN THE VAN LANE
If you favor cats that spend hours lounging on the
couch, quietly keep to themselves and shyly retire from
visitors, then the high-energy, athletic Turkish Van is not
for you. Vans thrive on mental stimulation and interaction
with owners.
"Books say cats sleep 18 hours a day. I don't think this
breed does," says Maryland-based breeder Diane .Marcus.
A Van breeder since 1994 and a former Cat Fanciers'
Association (CFA) breed council secretary, Marcus is
never bored because of the breed's intelligence. "I've seen
them hide their toys so that they can then hunt for them,"
she says.
"lVIake sure to have plenty of feather teasers and balls
about," says Karen Hooker, current Turkish Van CFA
breed council secretary. South Carolina-based Hooker has
bred Vans with her friend Deb Hayes since 1988. "They
like to play with a variety of things, some of which you
may not want them to play with - such as your socks,"
Hooker says. "Some actually enjoy fetching and retrieving.
You can throw a crumpled paper ball or their favorite furry
mouse, and they'll keep bringing it back to you for more.
One particularly playful cat of mine was very insistent that
I phy fetch with him. He retrieved every ball in the house
and deposited them on my pilluw while I slept!"
Just because Vans are always on the go doesn't mean
they don't love affection. "I consider the breed as very lov
ing and affectionate, although this is sometimes not dis
played the same way as in many other breeds," Hooker
says. "They love to be petted and stroked and like the
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AFLASH IN THE VAN
In 1955, the Turkish government hired British photog
raphers Laura Lushington and Sonja Halliday to photo
graph and write about Turkey to promote tourism. During
their year-long stay, the women received t"'l0 kittens with
orange colorings on their heads and tails - markings
often found on cats in Turkey's Lake Van region.
According to Lushington, the traveling quartet stopped
their car ncar a pond to take a break from the extreme heat.
As the women waded into the water to cool down, they
were shocked to see the kittens also paddle out.
"I fl11d it debatable, but I have read it in her own
words," says former breeder Barbara Reark.
Marcus says it is possible
that the extreme weather
drove the kittens to
try to cool dmvn in
the pond, but this
should not lead people
to believe that Vans
love to swim, as their
reputation now claims.
"[Lushington and Halliday]
never sa"v any cats swimming in the
wild - absolutely not," Marcus says.

ALEGEND ADVANCES
After returning to England, the women bred the now
adult cats. "Three kitties came out white with orange on
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the head and tail," Marcus says. "[Lushington and
Halliday] said, 'New breed!' They called a press conference.
They were already experienced in publicity."
vVhen Lushington told the pond story, "some reporter
in the audience said 'Let's cali them the swimming cats!'
One of the women said, 'Great idea.' So that's how it hap
pened, and it keeps getting repeated," Marcus says. "They
hate being bathed. You have to bathe them to show them,
and it's a fight. They don't love it."
The Turkish Vans arrived in the United States in 1982
when Reark and her husband Jack, Balinese breeders at the
time, met French breeder :l\1ichelle Letermann at a cat
show. "I traded a red-point Balinese to Michelle for the first
Turkish Van we got, which we had shipped in to us shortly
after the show. There were no red-point Balinese in Europe
at the time, so this is how it worked out," Reark says.
Vans were accepted for registration in the CFA in
1988. The breed reached championship status in 1994.
The International Cat Association (TICA) accepted Vans
for registration and championship in 1979 when TICA
was chartered.

VAN FA'NS
Now fully integrated into the home, Van owners will tell
you that life is never dull. "They know everything that is
going on in their house," Hooker says. "If you bring in
something new, they will have to inspect it thoroughly."
Their high-energy makes this breed a fine choice for
bustling households, as long as children learn to respectfully
handle the Vans. They also live comfortably with other pets,
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such as dogs, though because of their bold nature, Vans usu
ally try to dominate all of a home's occupants. Marcus does,
however, warn that a Van may try to get into a fish tank. If
the Van learns the aquarium is secure, it will move on to
other adventures - and yes, it will find another adventure.
As l\1arcus put it, "I've never seen a scared Van." 00
Freekmce writer andeditor ElisaJordan lives in Long Beach, Calif. with her
husband and two wls, Spencer and Roscoe,

Learn more about this and other
breeds at catchannel,com.

Appearance: "To me, the ideal Turkish Van conveys an overall
look of beauty, balance, proportion and power," says Karen Hooker,
the current Cat Fanciers' Association (CFA) Turkish Van Breed
Council Secretary. "A striking van pattern on a glistening white
body of soft cashmere-like fur results in alook that is unique and
impressive. The fur is semi-Ionghaired, never longhaired and there
are few tendencies toward extremes in any feature."
The breed is famous for its markings on its head and tail,
called, appropriately enough, the van pattern. Take note, howev
er, the "van pattern" can occur on other cats, not just Turkish
Vans. Also, random spots may turn up on Turkish Vans, and when
a spot appears around a Van's shoulders, this is called "the
mark of Allah."
TICA has recently accepted the Turkish Van in solid white as
well as the colored van patterns.
Breed Standard: Turkish Vans are accepted in both the CFA

and The International Cat Association (TICA). Vans are famous for
their red markings, but they can come in any championship color:
red and white, cream and white, black and white, blue and white,
brown-patched tabby and white, blue-patched tabby and white;
tortoiseshell and white, dilute tortoiseshell and white, brown
tabby and white, blue tabby and white, cream tabby and white,
and red tabby and white.
Care: Breeder Diane Marcus recommends fresh water, a
healthy diet, plenty of toys and a tall cat tree to keep this cat in
top form. Vans do not have an undercoat, so brush them once or
twice a week. "They keep themselves clean. They're fastidious,"
Marcus says.
Health: Anaturally healthy breed, there are no known dis
eases unique to the Turkish Van, say Hooker and Marcus. Regular
veterinary checkups and care, combined with a healthy diet, keep
Vans healthy.
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